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Excel is a world-class premium performance  
end-to-end infrastructure solution - designed, 
manufactured, supported and delivered  
- without compromise. 

Excel is driven by a team of industry experts based in the UK, 
ensuring the latest innovation and manufacturing capabilities 
are implemented to surpass industry standards for quality and 
performance, technical compliance and ease of installation and use. 

With an emphasis on compatibility and standards compliance ‘from 
cable to rack’, reliability and product availability, Excel is the complete 
trusted solution. Since the brand was launched to the UK market 
in 1997, Excel has enjoyed formidable growth and is sold in over 70 
countries Worldwide. Excel has offices in Birmingham, St Neots and 
City of London in the UK and in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates.

The meteoric rise of the brand reflects a growing demand 
throughout the world for a reliable, standards-compliant, readily 
available, structured cabling and racking system. Excel is able 
to deliver this mix through a growing base of distributors and 
integrators across the world, which combine to make the brand an 
increasingly viable option. 

With a focus on system performance, independent verification and 
a 25 year product and application warranty, when installed by an 
Excel Partner, it’s easy to see why this is the system of choice in many 
government, education, retail, finance and enterprise installations.

This catalogue provides an overview of the Excel range that is 
currently available in Australia. For details on the complete Excel 
range please visit www.excel-networking.com

www.excel-networking.com
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Excel 25 year system warranty 

l When installed by an Excel Partner the Excel Cabling System is 
backed by a 25 year application warranty. 

l Registered sites covered by 25 year application warranty 

l Link warranty as standard, channel on application 

l Issued to ISO, EN and TIA standards 

l Warranty available covers copper, fibre, voice cabling systems and Environ® 
Floor Standing Racks when installed as part of a total Excel solution. 

l Bandwidth warranty 

l Category 6A warranty covers support of 10 Gigabit Ethernet*

Excel Partner Programme
There are many advantages to becoming an Excel Partner including: 

l 25 year system warranty 

l Personalized PDF Literature 

l Sales and Technical Training 

l Project Price Support 

l Free Technical Support 

For further details visit www.excel-networking.com and go to the 
‘Partners’ area for full details and to complete the online application form.

The full range of Excel products that are available in Australia 
comply with the ACMA requirements.  All of the Excel product 
packaging carries the compliance logo shown here.

 www.excel-networking.com
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Evniron Racks & Open Frames
Enbeam 
Fibre 
cabling

Excel System Offering 

Excel offers one of the market’s most comprehensive cabling solutions, including:

Copper
zl Category 3 UTP
zl Category 5e U/UTP and F/UTP
zl Category 6 U/UTP and F/UTP
zl Category 6A U/UTP, U/FTP and F/FTP
zl Category 7A S/FTP
zl Category 8
zl Pre-Terminated Solutions

Fibre
zl Enbeam Internal/External Grade Cable 
zl Enbeam Patch Cords and Pigtails – ST, SC, LC 
zl Enbeam Connectors and Adaptors 
zl Enbeam Patch Panels 
zl Enbeam MTP 
zl Enbeam Blown Fibre 
zl Enbeam PON
zl Excelerator Pre-Terminated Solutions 

Voice
zl Internal Grade Cabling
zl External Grade Cabling 

Racks & Open Frames
zl Environ® CR (Comms) Racks 
zl Environ® ER (Equipment) and SR (Server) Racks 
zl Environ® CL (Co-Location) Racks
zl Environ® 2 Post Racks 
zl Environ® Wall Mount Racks 
zl Environ Locking Solutions
zl Accessories 
zl PDUs – Standard, Modular and Intelligent

To find out more about the complete solution please visit www.excel-networking.com.   The products 
listed in this catalogue are available locally from L&H – the other products are available, however they 
will be subject to minimum order quantities and a longer lead time.

Product Guide
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F/UTP

Describes the overall screen

Describes the screening of the pairs

Describes the Twisted Pairs

Cable Types
The first letter of the acronym describes the overall screening. The second letter describes the 
screening of individual pairs and the TP refers to the Twisted Pairs.

The reason for the additional letter at the beginning of the acronym is to avoid confusion of the 
different types of screened cables which have been developed in the last few years.

Example

The following are the types of cable recognised in the ISO/IEC 11801 standard.

U/UTP
Unscreened  
outer with 

unscreened 
twisted pairs

SF/UTP
Screened braid 
and foil outer 

with unscreened 
twisted pairs

F/UTP
Screened foil outer 
with unscreened 

twisted pairs

S/FTP
Screened braid 

outer with 
individual screened 

foil twisted pairs

U/FTP
Unscreened outer 

with two sets 
of two pairs foil 
screened in “S” 
configuration

F/FTP
Screened foil 

outer with two 
sets of two pairs 

foil screened in “S” 
configuration
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Category 6A Screened U/FTP S-Foil Cable External Grade

Excel External Category 6A Screened U/FTP Cable designed to offer performance 
with the protection to allow it to be installed externally.

Ideal for connecting external equipment such as IP Cameras or Wireless Access 
Points using a cable that can be installed into external ducts and pathways.

Each cable consists of two sets of two pairs wrapped together in an “S” configuration 
with high quality, strong, aluminium/polyester foil tape providing screening for each 
pair. The “S” Foil configuration ensures separation of the pairs which reduces the 
diameter and weight of the cable whilst enhancing the performance.  This smaller 
cable diameter has reduced the cable cross-sectional area by 14.5%, meaning the 
cable occupies less space in the containment which in turn improves airflow in under 
floor installations and with less weight the containment used can be of a lighter 
construction. The individual pairs are set to different lay lengths to ensure optimum 
performance.

Excel external grade Category 6A cables are jacketed in Black UV and moisture 
resistant polyethylene. Supplied on 500 metre plywood drums, each cable has a 
print legend identifying the specification, part code and sequential metre marking 
which counts down from 500 metres to 1 metre, on each drum to reduce waste.

zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Category 6A compliant
zl Specified to 500MHz
zl “S” foil screen
zl Supplied on 500m reels

zl External Grade Polyethylene Outer 
Sheath
zl Supports 10 Gigabit Ethernet 

Application

Features

Description Part Number 

Category 6A U/FTP External Cable Fca - 500m 100-980

Aluminium/PET Tape

Insulated Pair
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Excel Category 6A Screened F/FTP S-Foil Cable - LS0H

Excel Category 6A - Augmented Category 6 - cables, and associated connectors, take 
the performance capabilities of copper infrastructure to new levels. The cable has 
been designed to exceed the ISO/IEC, TIA and CENELEC for Category 6A/Augmented 
Category 6 component requirements. This delivers Class EA/Augmented Category 
6 link performance over distances of up 90 metres which supports the applications 
including 10GBASE-T, 10 Gigabit Ethernet.

Each cable consists of two sets of two pairs wrapped together in an “S” configuration 
with high quality, strong, aluminium/polyester foil tape providing screening for each 
pair. The “S” Foil configuration ensures separation of the pairs which reduces the 
diameter and weight of the cable whilst enhancing the performance.  This smaller 
cable diameter has reduced the cable cross-sectional area by 14.5%, meaning the 
cable occupies less space in the containment which in turn improves airflow in under 
floor installations and with less weight the containment used can be of a lighter 
construction. The individual pairs are set to different lay lengths to ensure optimum 
performance.

Excel Category 6A cables are jacketed in an Ice Blue low smoke zero halogen (LS0H) 
compound compliant with flame retardant standards as defined in IEC 60332-1,  
and smoke emission standards IEC61034. Supplied on 500 metre plywood drums, 
each cable has a print legend identifying the specification, part code and sequential 
metre marking which counts down from 500 metres to 1 metre, on each drum to 
reduce waste.    

zl Lightweight, Compact Design
zl Category 6A compliant 
zl Specified to 500MHz
zl Suitable for 10GBASE-T, 10 Gigabit 

Ethernet Applications

zl “S” foil screen
zl Supports Power Over Ethernet (POE) 

Plus
zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Dca Euroclass = Dca s1a d1 a1

Features

Description Part Number

Category 6A F/FTP “S” Foil Cable Dca LS0H, 500m, Ice Blue 100-196

Insulated Pair

Aluminium/PET Tape

Overall Aluminium/PET
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Excel Category 6A Screened Twisted Pair (F/FTP) Patch Leads - LS0H

Excel Category 6A F/FTP patch leads consist of 4 twisted pairs of 26AWG stranded 
copper wires, an aluminium/polyester foil tape provides an individual screen for 
each pair.  These pairs are then cabled together, with different lay lengths to ensure 
optimum performance and wrapped in an overall foil tape screen. Staggered pin 
RJ45 shielded plugs, terminate the cable, and each lead is fitted with colour coded 
slimline moulded boots, suitable for use in high density router or switch blades.

zl Specified to 500MHz  
zl Suitable for 10 Gigabit, 10GBase-T, 

Ethernet application
zl EC verified
zl Individual foil screen over each  

pair plus overall foil tape screen
zl Blade style ‘slimline’ moulded strain  

relief boot with clip protector
zl Low smoke zero halogen outer sheath

zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Compatible with Excel F/FTP cable  

- part number 100-196

Features

Jacket

Overall Foil Screen

Drain Wire

Sub Unit Foil Screen

Alternative lengths and colours are available subject to minimum order quantities and lead times. 

Length (M) Grey Blue

0.5 100-176 100-220

1 100-148 100-159

2 100-152 100-157

3 100-153 100-158

5 100-154 100-160
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Patch Panels

Excel  
24 Port  

Unloaded  
Keystone Patch 

Panel Frame  
- Black

Excel  
24 Port  

Unloaded  
Keystone  

Angled Patch  
Panel Frame  

- Black

Excel 
24-port  

Keystone Patch 
Panel Frame, 

0.5U

P/N 100-026 P/N 100-023 P/N 100-041

Modules

Excel Angled Butterfly Keystone Jack - Toolless

P/N 100-185  Chrome - Screened - Category 6A  ü

P/N 100-213  Black - Unscreened - Category 6 ü

Excel Butterfly Keystone Jack - Toolless

P/N 100-181 Chrome Low Profile Screened - Category 6A ü ü

P/N 100-215-WT  White Low Profile Unscreened - Category 6 ü ü

P/N 100-215-BK  Black Low Profile Unscreened - Category 6 ü ü

Excel Modular Panel - Product Selector

For copies of the product specification sheets and Delta certificates, where applicable,  please visit the downloads area of www.excel-networking.com

The Excel Modular Panel range is compatible 
with a range of Keystone style jacks
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Excel Unloaded Keystone Jack Modular Patch Panel

The Excel Keystone Jack 24 port 1U empty patch panel frames allow for flexible port 
density from 1 through to 24 ports. The panels are compatible with Excel Category 
5e, Category 6 and Category 6A keystone jacks and come complete with a rear 
management bar, which can be fitted quickly without the need for tooling or fixings. 

The Excel Keystone Jack patch panel frame offers flexibility either through 
part loading to suit the installations and manage cost, or for pre-terminated 
requirements, allowing terminated jacks to be snapped into place quickly and easily. 

zl   Supplied unloaded 
zl Compatible with Category 6 and 6A 

Excel standard and Toolless Jacks 

zl Supplied with cage nuts,  
earth cable and rear management tray
zl  Load from 1 to 24 Keystones in 1U of 

rack space

Features

Description Part Number

Unloaded 24 port Black Patch Panel Frame - Plastic Fascia 100-026

Compatible Modules

Category 6A Low Profile Screened Toolless Jack - Chrome 100-181

Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - White 100-215-WT

Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - Black 100-215-BK
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Excel Angled Keystone Jack Patch Panel Frame – Unloaded

The Angled Keystone Jack Patch Panel Frame is available to support a range of 
screened and unscreened jacks. It accepts the innovative Excel Angled Toolless 
Keystone Jack range available in Category 6 & 6A variants to deliver solution options. 
The angled jack directs the cable to one side which reduces the bend on the patch 
cable. This, in turn, reduces the space required between the front of the patch 
panel and the cabinet doors. The angled nose piece of the jack achieves this while 
maintaining a conventional flat panel format. 

The patch panel, combined with the Angled Toolless Keystone Jacks, maintains cable 
entry perpendicular to the rear of the panel via the integrated cable manager. This 
allows the cable management at the rear of the panel to be installed in a way to suit 
numerous methods – 24 left or 24 right or a mix of left and right. It also means part 
filled panels can easily be added to.

The patch panel comes complete with an earth bonding kit and is suitable for 
installation of screened and unscreened jacks.  

zl   Supplied unloaded
zl 24 Port modular design ideal for 

standard and pre-terminated 
installations
zl Uniform cable termination – added 

flexibility of cable entry with supplied 
cable manager

zl Supports Unscreened & Screened  
– Cat 6 & Cat 6A – Angled Keystone 
Toolless jacks
zl Supplied with cage nuts and screw 

fixings
zl Earth kit supplied with chrome model

Features

Description Part Number

Unloaded 24 Port Black Angled Keystone Frame 100-023

Compatible Modules

Category 6A Screened Butterfly Style Toolless Angled Jack - Chrome 100-185

Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Angled Jack - Black 100-213
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Excel Unloaded Keystone Jack Modular Patch Panel, 0.5U

The Excel 24 Port 0.5U Keystone Patch Panel delivers a high density offering with 
the benefit of a single row of keystone jacks. The single row of jacks means that 
the installation is straight forward and allows an individual jack to be removed if 
required. As the panel is only 0.5U in height it allows, by using two panels together, 
the ability to present 48 keystone jacks in 1U of rack space. Using two 0.5U panels 
ensures that the jacks are all aligned the correct way up. Most 48 Port 1U panels 
require the bottom row of jacks to be mounted upside down.

zl   High Density - 24 Jacks 0.5U 
zl   Ideal for standard and  

pre-terminated installations
zl   Supplied with earthing kit

zl   Compatible with Excel Category 6  
& 6A Jacks
zl   Option to part or fully load
zl   Supplied with cable management bar 

Features

Description Part N umber

24 port Keystone Patch Panel Frame, 0.5U 100-041

Compatible Modules

Category 6A Low Profile Screened Toolless Jack - Chrome        100-181 

Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - White   100-215-WT

Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - Black   100-215-BK

Features

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors 

zl For use with Category 6A or 6 
zl Available white and black

zl Available in packs of 10 and 100
zl Constructed from Plastic PC 94V-0

The Excel faceplate bezel jack adaptors allow the conversion of Keystone jacks to 
flush mount to either a Clipsal or HPM wall plate. These are available in white and 
black, either in packs of 10 or 100.

Description Part Number

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - Black - 10 Pack  100-278-BK-10

 Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - Black - 100 Pack 100-278-BK-100

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - White - 10 Pack 100-278-WT-10

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - White - 100 Pack 100-278-WT-100
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Excel Category 6A Low Profile Screened Keystone Jack - Toolless

The Excel Category 6A Low Profile Screened Keystone Jack, is a reduced size toolless 
termination RJ45 socket. The reduced size allows for multiple cable entry directions 
to be accommodated when this jack is mounted in a standard depth back box. 
This permits many mounting options including flush shutters at the outlet as well 
as more common angled shutter used with keystone jacks. A choice of compatible 
Patch Panel frames with either 16 or 24 port density in both black and chrome 
are available for this Low Profile Jack. The socket itself is housed in a high quality 
zinc die cast housing, which opens at the rear in a butterfly manner to reveal the 
IDC termination points. Once the pairs are arranged in the cable management cap 
and trimmed it is a simple case of closing the ‘butterfly’ together to complete the 
termination.

zl High quality die cast housing
zl Low profile design - just 28mm overall 

depth
zl 360° Shielding protects against alien 

crosstalk
zl Toolless termination design
zl Supports 10 Gigabit Ethernet 

application

zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl 3rd Party ISO11081 2nd Edition 

verification
zl 3rd Party Verification includes POE Plus 

– Testing of mating and un-mating  
this connector with plus under 
electrical load

Features

Description Part Number

Category 6A Low Profile Screened Toolless Jack - Chrome       100-181 

Compatible Patch Panel Frames

Unloaded 24 port Black Patch Panel Frame - Plastic Fascia 100-026
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Features

Excel Category 6A Screened Angled Keystone Jack – Toolless

zl High quality die cast housing
zl Toolless termination design
zl Suitable for patch panel mounting
zl Suitable for 10 Gigabit Ethernet 

application
zl Ideal for high density cabling 

installations
zl 25 Year System Warranty Available

zl 360° Shielding protects against alien 
crosstalk
zl Angled design assists patch cable 

management
zl 3rd Party Verification includes PoE Plus 

- Testing of mating and un-mating  
this connector with plus under 
electrical load

The Excel Category 6A screened angled Keystone Jack, is a toolless termination 
RJ45 socket suitable for mounting in patch panels. The angled design of the socket 
face makes this product ideal for high density frames. Traditional horizontal patch 
cable management bars can be removed or reduced in number as the leads follow a 
natural route to the left or right of the panel and the cabinets vertical management. 
To the rear of the socket the design is exactly the same as the excel keystone range, 
enabling standard termination and cable dressing practices to be followed. The 
socket itself is housed in a high quality zinc die cast housing, which opens a the rear 
in a butterfly manner to reveal the IDC termination points. Once the conductors of 
the cable to be terminated are fed into a management cap the process is completed 
by snapping the ‘butterfly wings’ together with minimal, but firm pressure. Black 
Patch Panel frames with 24 port density are available.

Description Part Number

Category 6A Screened Butterfly Style Toolless Angled Jack - Chrome 100-185

Compatible Patch Panel Frames

Unloaded 24 Port Black Angled Keystone Frame 100-023

Excel Category 6A (FTP) Field Termination RJ45 Plug 

The Excel Screened Field Termination RJ45 Plug offers easy, toolless termination 
and complies fully with ISO/IEC 11801, Category 6A and ANSI/TIA-568-C.2 standards.  
It offers a fully shielded die-cast zinc alloy, nickel plated body and gold plated 
phosphor bronze contact pins. Suitable for cable diameters between 6 and 8mm, 
strain relief is provided by the compression nut on the back of the connector. IDC 
termination accepts wire gauges from 23 to 26AWG.

Features

zl Fully screened Category 6A
zl Die-cast zinc alloy construction
zl Toolless - easy termination

zl Supports 10 Gigabit Ethernet
zl Independently verified
zl Can be re-terminated numerous times

Description Part Number

Excel Category 6A FTP Field Termination RJ45 Plug 100-140
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Excel Category 6 Unscreened Twisted Pair (U/UTP) Cable - LS0H

Excel Category 6 U/UTP cable is designed for optimal support of High-Speed data 
protocols delivering 1 Gbps performance to the workstation. Designed to be quick 
and easy to install the cable requires no specialist installation tools and is supplied 
in reelex packaging for fast, snag free installation. To reduce wastage the cable 
sheath is numbered from 305 metre to 1 metre, allowing quick and easy calculation 
of the cable remaining in the box. The inclusion of a polyethylene cross filler ensures 
optimum cross talk performance.

zl 305 to 0 metre marking helps to  
reduce waste
zl 305 metre reelex packaging or  

500m drum
zl 23AWG conductor
zl LS0H outer sheath

zl   6.2mm outside diameter
zl   EC Verified
zl   25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Dca Euroclass = Dca s2 d2 a1

Features

Description Part Number

Category 6 U/UTP Dca LS0H Cable Violet – 305m 100-071

Excel Category 6 Unscreened Twisted Pair (U/UTP) - External Grade (PE)

Excel Category 6 U/UTP cable is designed for optimal support of high-speed data 
protocols delivery 1Gbps performance to the workstation. The cable comes with a 
black polyethylene outer sheath, for outdoor use.

Designed to be quick and easy to install the cable requires no specialist installation 
tools and is supplied in reelex packaging for fast, snag free installation. To reduce 
wastage the cable sheath is numbered from 305 metre to 1 metre, allowing quick 
and easy calculation of the cable remaining in the box.

zl 305 to 0 metre marking helps reduce 
waste
zl 305 metre reelex packaging 

zl 25 Year System Warranty Available

Features

Description Part Number

Category 6 External Grade Fca Cable Black 100-100

CAT6
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Excel Category 6 Unscreened Twisted Pair (U/UTP) – Patch Leads Booted – LS0H

Excel Category 6 stranded conductor 4 pair U/UTP booted blade style ‘slimline’ 
patch leads are manufactured from enhanced performance patch cable and RJ45 
connectors. Available in a choice of colours.

zl LS0H outer sheath
zl Supplied in packs of 10
zl  Performance matched to  

Excel Category 6 connecting hardware
zl Choice of colours

zl Blade style ‘slimline’ moulded strain 
relief boot with clip protector
zl   25 Year System Warranty Available

Features

Length (M) Grey Blue

0.5 100-395 100-385

1 100-310 100-325

2 100-311 100-326

3 100-312 100-327

5 100-314 100-329
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Features

Excel Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Keystone Jack –Toolless

zl Low Profile - 28mm overall depth 
zl Delta 3rd Party Verified
zl Supports Gigabit Ethernet 

zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Toolless termination design

The Excel Category 6 Low Profile Unscreened Keystone Jack, is a reduced size toolless 
termination RJ45 socket. The reduced size allows for multiple cable entry directions 
to be accommodated when this jack is mounted in a standard depth back box. This 
permits many mounting options including flush shutters at the outlet as well as more 
common angled shutter used with keystone jacks. A choice of compatible Patch 
Panel frames with either 16 or 24 port density in both black and chrome are available 
for this Low Profile Jack. The low profile design allows this jack to fit in the Excel 0.5U 
24 Port Patch Panel resulting in a maximum port density of 48 per 1U. The socket 
itself is housed in a high quality fire retardant plastic cast housing, which opens at 
the rear in a butterfly manner to reveal the IDC termination points. Once the pairs 
are arranged in the cable management cap and trimmed it is a simple case of closing 
the ‘butterfly’ together to complete the termination. Third party verification by Delta 
assures this high performance jack exceeds the requirements of the ISO, EN & TIA 
component standards.

Description Part Number

Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - White, Low Profile    100-215-WT

Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - Black, Low Profile    100-215-BK

Compatible Patch Panel Frames

Unloaded 24 port Black Patch Panel Frame - Plastic Fascia 100-026

Unloaded 24 port Chrome Patch Panel Frame 100-028

24 port Keystone Patch Panel Frame, 0.5U 100-041

Features

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors 

zl For use with Category 6A or 6 
zl Available white and black

zl Available in packs of 10 and 100
zl Constructed from Plastic PC 94V-0

The Excel faceplate bezel jack adaptors allow the conversion of Keystone jacks to 
flush mount to either a Clipsal or HPM wall plate. These are available in white and 
black, either in packs of 10 or 100.

Description Part Number

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - Black - 10 Pack  100-278-BK-10

 Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - Black - 100 Pack 100-278-BK-100

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - White - 10 Pack 100-278-WT-10

Excel Faceplate Bezel Adaptors - White - 100 Pack 100-278-WT-100
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Features

Excel Category 6 Unscreened Angled Keystone Jack – Toolless

zl Category 6 compliant
zl Forms Angled Cat 6 Patch Panel when 

used with part number  
100-023
zl Two piece, easy to use design
zl Toolless termination design

zl Suitable for patch panel mounting
zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Ideal for high density cabling 

installations

The Excel Category 6 Unscreened angled Keystone Jack, is an independently 
verified toolless termination RJ45 socket suitable for mounting patch panels. The 
angled design of the socket face makes this product ideal for high density frames. 
Traditional horizontal patch cable management bars can be removed or reduced in 
number as the leads follow a natural route to the left or right of the panel and the 
cabinet’s vertical management. To the rear of the socket the design is exactly the 
same as the Excel keystone range, enabling standard termination and cable dressing 
practices to be followed. The socket itself is housed in a high quality ABS plastic 
housing, which opens at the rear in a butterfly manner to reveal the IDC termination 
points. Once the conductors of the cable to be terminated are fed into a wire cap the 
process is completed by snapping the ‘butterfly wings’ together with minimal, but 
firm pressure.

Description Part Number

Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Angled Jack - Black 100-213

Compatible Patch Panel Frames

Unloaded 24 Port Black Angled Keystone Frame 100-023

Unloaded 24 Port Chrome Angled Keystone Frame 100-024

CAT6
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Core
Cladding

Primary coating

62.5µm 50µm

9µm

125µm

250µm 250µm

125µm

125µm

250µmCore
Cladding

Primary coating

62.5µm 50µm

9µm

125µm

250µm 250µm

125µm

125µm

250µm

Multimode & Singlemode
Fibre optic cabling can be split into two families – Multimode and Singlemode. ‘Mode’ means path, so 
the light travels down multi and single paths respectively. Multimode can use the less expensive LED 
and VCSEL light sources to transmit the signal. This is referred to as ‘overfilled’ as the source is broad 
and floods the modes (and some of the cladding, hence overfilled). The core is manufactured with a 
graded index. This means that the central light path is ‘slower’ than the outer paths, which drastically 
reduces modal dispersion which is one of the limiting factors for the performance of multimode.

Singlemode requires a laser to transmit the signal along a single path. Lasers offer a high powered 
signal that can be transmitted for greater distances. However, the active equipment is a higher price 
than that of multimode.

The fibre core comprises of a core and a cladding. This 
cladding is then covered by a primary coating.

The core is the medium that the light is transmitted 
along. The cladding is part of the manufacture of the 
glass. Typically, the cladding is of a consistent size for 
multimode and singlemode; namely 125µm. Likewise, 
the primary coating is usually 250µm for both multimode 
and singlemode. The primary coating can be coloured to 
differentiate between the cores within a cable.

Singlemode
OS1 & OS2

Multimode
OM1

Multimode
OM2, OM3, OM4 & OM5

Multimode Fibre

Singlemode Fibre

Cladding

Cladding

Core

Cladding

Cladding

Core

Multimode Fibre

Singlemode Fibre

Cladding

Cladding

Core

Cladding

Cladding

Core

Core
Cladding

Primary coating

62.5µm 50µm

9µm

125µm

250µm 250µm

125µm

125µm

250µm

Core
Cladding

Primary coating

62.5µm 50µm

9µm

125µm

250µm 250µm

125µm

125µm

250µm

FIBRE
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FIBRE

Enbeam Internal/External Grade Fibre Cable – OM3/OM4/OS2

The Excel range of internal/external grade of fibre cables are available from stock in 
a choice of loose tube and tight buffered designs. Excel has worked extensively to 
provide singlemode fibre cables performing to the OS2 Category in all constructions.  
OS2 optical fibres fully support all OS1 & OS2 applications and are fully compatible.

Central Loose Tube Fibre
The cables are constructed around a silica gel filled tube containing up to 24 
colour coded 250µm buffered 62.5/125µm or 50/125µm Multimode or 9/125µm 
Singlemode fibres. This tube is covered with ‘e glass’ and a flame retardant and low 
smoke halogen free, outer sheath. 

Tight Buffered Fibre
The cables are constructed from a number of 900µm buffered fibres which are colour 
coded. The outer sheath is both flame retardant and low smoke zero halogen. The 
design and construction of this range has resulted in a light, easy to install, cost 
effective cable.

zl LS0H Black Sheath
zl Duct Grade
zl Cut to length service
zl Sequentially Metre Marked

zl Suitable for Internal & External Use
zl 25 Year System Warranty Available
zl Dca Euroclass = Dca-s2-d0-a1

Features

Cut to length  
service on ALL cables

Loose Tube

CPR-Rating No. of cores OM3 OM4 OS2

Dca

6 200-149 204-006 205-116

12 200-152 204-012 205-302

24 200-154 204-024 205-304

Tight Buffered

CPR-Rating No. of cores OM3 OM4 OS2

Cca

6 200-118 204-106 205-230

12 200-157 204-112 205-324

24 200-159 204-124 205-328
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Enbeam Fibre Optic Patch Cords – Multimode 50/125µm OM4 – Aqua

Enbeam OM4 50/125µm duplex patch leads are manufactured from the highest quality 900µm 
buffer/jacket optical fibre, terminated with ceramic ferrule connectors. Each cable has strain relief 
boots to prolong and maintain performance levels of the assembly, transmit and receive ‘legs’ of 
each duplex cable are identified by means of a ring type cable marker, fixed to each end of the 
assembly. A short distance from these identification rings heat shrink is applied to maintain an easy 
to manage bonded two fibre cable.   Finally a label containing a unique batch number is fixed to the 
centre of the cable for quality and traceability purposes.

zl Zirconia Ceramic PC Ferrules
zl Low loss connectors
zl Polarity changeable (duplex connectors)
zl Bend insensitive construction

zl Individually tested (test certificate included 
with each cable)
zl Individually bagged and labelled
zl 25 Year System Warranty Available

Features

Length 
(Metre)

LC-LC
Duplex

1 204-300

2 204-301

3 204-302

Length 
(Metre)

SC/UPC-SC/UPC
Duplex

LC/UPC-LC/UPC
Duplex

1 200-261 200-678

2 200-262 200-680

3 200-263 200-682

Enbeam Fibre Optic Patch Cords – Singlemode 9/125µm OS2

The Enbeam range of patch cords are constructed from high quality connectors and 9/125µm OS2 
grade cable. Each cable has a short strain relief boot and is supplied with a test report detailing 
insertion loss. All of the patch cords come with an LS0H yellow sheath and are individually bagged 
and labelled.
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zl Supplied in 2m lengths
zl Each cable is individually bagged and 

labelled
zl Test certificate with each cable

zl RoHS compliant
zl Bend Insensitive construction

zl Packaged on a cardboard reel
zl Colours as defined with TIA 598 (Blue, 

Orange, Green, Brown, Slate, White, 
Red, Black, Yellow, Violet, Rose & Aqua)
zl Choice of connectors

zl Each cable is individually bagged and 
labelled
zl Test certificate with each cable
zl RoHS Compliant

Features

Features

Enbeam Pigtails – 50/125µm OM4 & 9/125µm OS2

Enbeam LC Pigtail 12 Colour Packs

The Enbeam range of pigtails are constructed from high quality connectors in 
50/125µm OM4 and 9/125µm OS2 grade cables. Each cable has a short strain relief 
boot and is supplied with a test report detailing insertion loss. 

Excel multimode fibre optic pigtails are manufactured from the highest quality  
900 micron optical fibre, terminated with ceramic ferrule connectors of various  
types. To assist in fast cable preparation and splicing semi tight buffered, easy strip, 
cable is used as standard. Cable preparation, termination and testing is carried 
out to strictly managed procedures in an Excel approved, ISO9001 registered 
manufacturing facility.

Each pigtail has a strain relief boot to prolong and maintain performance levels of 
the assembly. A short distance from the connector a label containing a unique batch 
number is fixed to cable for quality and traceability purposes.

Pigtail Type OM4 OS2

SC - 200-554

LC 204-350 -

Length (m) OM4 LC Pigtail 50/125 OS2 LC Pigtail 9/125

1m - 12 Colour Rainbow Pack 200-547 200-548
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Enbeam Fibre Optic Adaptors – SC and LC

SC Adaptors

SC Duplex adaptors can be mounted in panels or wall plates and are suitable for use 
with both Simplex and Duplex SC connectors. 

LC Adaptors

The Excel LC adaptor is a polymer body through coupler with RJ45/SC Simplex 
footprint.

200-366

200-364

201-138

SC Adaptors Part Number

SC Duplex Adaptor, Singlemode - Blue 200-366

LC Adaptors

LC Duplex Adaptor, Singlemode   200-364

LC Quad Adaptor, Singlemode   200-569

LC Duplex Adaptor, Multimode - Aqua 201-137

LC Quad Adaptor, Multimode - Aqua 201-138
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Enbeam Fibre Optic Patch Panels

The Excel range of SC patch panels are sliding drawer ‘tray style’ housings suitable 
for either direct termination or splicing of up to 48 fibres in 1U of rack space. Each 
panel is manufactured from high quality 2mm thick steel powder coat finish to 
provide a strong and durable unit. To the front of the patch panel the specified 
number of duplex adaptors are loaded from left to right. Each panel utilises colour 
coded adaptors, beige, aqua and violet for multimode, blue for singlemode and 
green for SM APC. Each duplex adaptor accommodates two terminated fibres. Each 
panel has included within it a set of fixing brackets, and a cable management pack 
which includes cable entry glands, cable ties, and a 24 way splice bridge. 

Note that SC panels can be assembled to order using a combination of adaptors, 
pigtails and splice cassettes.

zl Multimode and Singlemode
zl Choice of port density
zl Management and fixing kit included
zl Load up to 24 duplex adaptors per 

patch panel
zl Port identification numbers
zl Multiple cable entry to rear

zl Sliding drawer on ball bearing runners
zl Up to 48 fibres
zl 1U rack space design
zl Adjustable fixing arms included
zl Recessed adaptors
zl 25 Year System Warranty

Features

Description Part Number

Empty Panels

Enbeam 24 Way SCDX/LCQD Fibre Panel -Empty 200-951

Enbeam 24 Way SC SX/LC DX Fibre Panel -Empty 200-952
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Meaning: v. formal. Surround; Enclose.

The Environ range of racks and open frames from Excel are designed to 
make installation and ongoing use quick, easy, and efficient.  The breadth 
of designs and products available make them ideal for a wide range 
of applications in the enterprise, data centre, co-location, security, and 
professional audio visual market. 

The Environ family at a glance:

CR SERIES

CR

ER SERIES

ER

SR SERIES

SR

OR SERIES

OR

WR SERIES

WR

CL SERIES

CL

Comms 
Rack

Equipment
Rack

Co-Lo
Rack

Server
Rack

Open
Rack

Wall
Rack

 www.excel-networking.com
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Environ - A Solution for Every Requirement

Key Features

U Size Available 
Widths

Available 
Depths

Number of 
Compartments 

Load 
Capacity

Colour 19” 
Profiles

1U 
height 
markings

19” 
Profiles - 
adjustable 
position

Quick 
release 
doors

Swing lock 
handle on 
front door

Multi-point 
locks

Front 
door

Rear 
door

Removeable 
side panels

150 mm 
Cable 
Tray

High capacity 
vertical cable 
management

Jacking 
feet  
& load 
bearing 
castors as 
standard

Available 
flat pack

  

CR

Comms 
Rack

 24U   
29U      
42U   
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

600 mm   
800 mm   

1000 mm
1 600 kg BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü ü ü Glass

Single 
steel ü

800 mm 
width only ü ü

  

ER

Equipment 
Rack

42U 
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

600 mm   
800 mm   

1000 mm
1 600 kg BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü ü ü

Wave 
Vented 

full 
width

Double 
vented ü ü ü ü

  

SR

Server 
Rack

42U 
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

1000 mm 
1200 mm   

1 1300 kg BK
Front & 

Rear ü ü
Secure 
lift off 
doors

ü ü
Wave 

Vented 
full 

width

Double 
vented ü

800 mm 
width 
only

ü ü ü

  

WR

Wall 
Rack

6U   
9U   

12U   
15U   
18U   

600 mm 600 mm 1
60 kg - 

600
BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü Glass ü ü

BK = Black

 www.excel-networking.com
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The Excel range of racks is extensive and we believe that we’ve got a quality solution 
to meet every installation requirement. To help you pick the product that’s right for 
your requirement we’ve highlighted the key features and benefits below:

Key Features

U Size Available 
Widths

Available 
Depths

Number of 
Compartments 

Load 
Capacity

Colour 19” 
Profiles

1U 
height 
markings

19” 
Profiles - 
adjustable 
position

Quick 
release 
doors

Swing lock 
handle on 
front door

Multi-point 
locks

Front 
door

Rear 
door

Removeable 
side panels

150 mm 
Cable 
Tray

High capacity 
vertical cable 
management

Jacking 
feet  
& load 
bearing 
castors as 
standard

Available 
flat pack

  

CR

Comms 
Rack

 24U   
29U      
42U   
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

600 mm   
800 mm   

1000 mm
1 600 kg BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü ü ü Glass

Single 
steel ü

800 mm 
width only ü ü

  

ER

Equipment 
Rack

42U 
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

600 mm   
800 mm   

1000 mm
1 600 kg BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü ü ü

Wave 
Vented 

full 
width

Double 
vented ü ü ü ü

  

SR

Server 
Rack

42U 
47U

600 mm   
800 mm

1000 mm 
1200 mm   

1 1300 kg BK
Front & 

Rear ü ü
Secure 
lift off 
doors

ü ü
Wave 

Vented 
full 

width

Double 
vented ü

800 mm 
width 
only

ü ü ü

  

WR

Wall 
Rack

6U   
9U   

12U   
15U   
18U   

600 mm 600 mm 1
60 kg - 

600
BK

Front & 
Rear ü ü Glass ü ü
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CR

Environ CR Series – Comms Rack

The Environ CR Series is a versatile range of 600 mm or 800 mm wide racks fitted  
with a glass front door. Designed to accommodate a load of up to 600 kg and 
available in a range of heights and depths they offer features that make them 
suitable for a wide range of applications in the data, security, audio visual and 
telecommunication arenas.

zl 24U to 47U high 
zl  600, 800 or 1000 mm deep
zl  Black colour 
zl 600 kg load capacity
zl Can be bayed with or without side 

panels 
zl Jacking feet included
zl Baying kit included 
zl  Large cut out in base for cable entry
zl Heavy duty lockable castors included 
zl  Jacking feet and castors can be fitted 

simultaneously
zl  Multiple brush strip cable entry in roof
zl Aesthetically pleasing framed glass 

front door

zl Swing handle cam lock fitted to glass 
front door 
zl Barrel lock fitted to steel rear door
zl  Full height front and rear adjustable 

19” profiles 
zl Galvanised steel 19” mounting profiles
zl 19” profiles marked with U height 

position
zl Supplied assembled or flat pack
zl  Removable side panels
zl Left or right hinge door
zl High density vertical cable 

management - 800 Wide only

Features

Product Specification

Standard ANSI/EIA-310-E

- IEC 60297-2

- DIN 41494 Part 1 & 7

Material SPCC Cold Rolled Steel

19” Rails 2.0 mm thick

Side Panels 1.0 mm thick

Other 1.2 mm thick

Colour Black - RAL9004

Load capacity 600 kg (Static)

Front door lock  Single point cam lock swing handle

Rear door lock  Single point barrel lock

Side panels lock Single point barrel lock
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Environ CR600 – 600mm Wide Comms Rack

Environ CR800 – 800mm Wide Comms Rack

1000 mm Deep Racks

600 mm Deep Racks

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

24U 600 mm 600 mm 1270 mm 542-2466-GSBN-BK-FP

29U 600 mm 600 mm 1490 mm 542-2966-GSBN-BK-FP

42U 600 mm 600 mm 2070 mm 542-4266-GSBN-BK-FP

800 mm Deep Racks

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

29U 600 mm 800 mm 1490 mm 542-2968-GSBN-BK-FP

1000 mm Deep Racks

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

42U 600 mm 1000 mm 2070 mm 542-42610-GSBN-BK-FP

47U 600 mm 1000 mm 2230 mm 542-47610-GSBN-BK-FP

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

42U 800 mm 1000 mm 2070 mm 542-42810-GSBF-BK-FP

47U 800 mm 1000 mm 2230 mm 542-47810-GSBF-BK-FP

The racks above are supplied as a flat pack.
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Environ ER800 – 800mm Wide Equipment Rack

The Environ ER800 is a versatile range of 600 and 800 mm wide racks fitted with 
a wave design mesh front door and wardrobe style double mesh rear doors. 
Designed to accommodate a load of up to 600 kg and available in a range of heights 
and depths they offer features that make this rack suitable for a wide range of 
applications in the data, security, audio visual and telecommunication arenas.

zl Available in 42U & 47U
zl Baying kit included
zl  Can be bayed with or without side 

panels
zl  600 kg load capacity
zl Jacking feet included 
zl  Large cut out in base for cable entry
zl  Heavy duty lockable castors included 
zl  Multiple brush strip cable entry in roof
zl Wave design mesh front door
zl  Jacking feet and castors can be fitted 

simultaneously
zl Swing handle 1 point lock fitted to 

front door 
zl Swing handle 2 point lock fitted to rear 

doors

zl Wardrobe style double mesh rear doors 
zl 70% ventilation front and rear doors
zl  Full height front and rear adjustable 

19” profiles 
zl Galvanised steel 19” mounting profiles
zl Supplied assembled or flat pack 
zl 19” profile depth markings for easy 

adjustment
zl 19” profiles marked with U height 

position High density vertical cable 
management
zl  Removable side panels
zl Left or right hinge full door

Features

Product Specification

Standard ANSI/EIA-310-E

- IEC 60297-2

- DIN 41494 Part 1 & 7

Material SPCC Cold Rolled Steel

19” Rails 2.0 mm thick

Side Panels 1.0 mm thick

Other 1.2 mm thick

Colour Black - RAL9004

Load capacity 600 kg (Static)

Front door lock  1 point swing handle cam lock

Rear door lock  2 point swing handle cam lock

Side panels lock Single point barrel lock

ER

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

42U     600mm     600mm    2070mm   542-4266-WDBN-BK-FP

42U 600mm 1000mm   2070mm  542-42610-WDBN-BK-FP

47U 800 mm 800 mm 2230 mm 542-4788-WDBF-BK-FP

These racks are supplied as a flat pack.
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Environ SR800 – 800mm Wide Server Rack

The Environ SR800 is a versatile range of 600 and 800 mm wide racks fitted with a 
wave vented front door and double vented rear doors. Designed to accommodate 
a load of up to 1300 kg and available in a range of heights and depths they offer 
features that make them suitable for a wide range of applications in the data centre 
and telecommunications arenas.

zl  Available in 42U & 47U
zl Baying kit included
zl Can be bayed with or without side 

panels
zl Jacking feet included
zl 1300 kg load capacity 
zl Removable and sliding base panels for 

cable entry
zl Multiple letterbox brush style cable 

entry in roof 
zl Wave design mesh style front door
zl Heavy duty lockable castors included 
zl Jacking feet and castors can be fitted 

simultaneously
zl Swing handle two point lock front door 
zl Wardrobe style double mesh rear doors
zl Swing handle three point lock rear 

doors 
zl High density vertical cable 

management
zl Full height front and rear adjustable 

19” profiles 
zl Galvanised steel 19” mouting profiles
zl Supplied assembled or flat pack 
zl 19” profiles marked with U height 

position
zl 70% ventilation front and rear doors 
zl Quick release hinged doors
zl Doors open 235° / 180° 
zl 150 mm cable tray included
zl Removable side panels  

- horizontally split

Features

Product Specification

Standard ANSI/EIA-310-E

- IEC 60297-2

- DIN 41494 Part 1 & 7

Material SPCC Cold Rolled Steel

19” Rails 2.0 mm thick

Top bar 1.5 mm thick

Door, top panel and side frame 1.2 mm thick

Other 1.0 mm thick

Colour Black - RAL9004

Load capacity 1300 kg (Static)

Front door lock  2 point swing handle cam lock

Rear door lock  3 point swing handle cam lock

Side panels lock Single point slam latch lock

SR

U Size Width Depth Overall Height Black - Flat Pack

42U    600mm    1200mm  2000mm   544-42612-WCBN-BK-FP

47U 800 mm 1000 mm 2223 mm 544-47810-WDBR-BK-FP

These racks are supplied as a flat pack.
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Environ Fixed Shelf

l  All dimensions are in mm

The fixed shelf is mounted using the front and rear 19” profiles.

zl Front and rear profile mounting zl 80 kg load capacity

Features

Compatibility

CR  ER Depth SR Depth WR Depth

Black
Mounting

Depth 600 800 1000 1000 1200 390 500 600

542-022-BK 350 ü ü ü ü ü

CR ER SR WR

Excel Cable Management Bars

A wide range of 19” Vertical Cable management bars are available.

zl Metal or Plastic Management Hoops  
zl Horizontal and Vertical Hoops

zl Cage Nut Set included

Features

Description Part Number 

1U Black Bar, 4 Vertical Metal 65mm Hoops 100-582

1U Black Bar, 5 Vertical Plastic 65mm Hoops 100-586
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Environ Wall Mounted Racks

Environ wall mounted racks are available in 600mm depths. They are designed for 
the installation of both cabling and equipment and are ideal for use across a range 
of applications including Local Area Networking (LAN) cabling and hardware, and 
the housing of security, audio and visual equipment.

A full range of Excel accessories are available to complete cable or equipment 
installation from shelving through to ventilation and power distribution units.

zl 600mm depth
zl Available in 5 heights, 6U, 9U, 12U,  

15U and 18U
zl Available in black
zl Aesthetically pleasing framed safety 

glass front door
zl Load carrying 60kg
zl Quick release doors
zl Lockable, quick release side panels for 

maximum access into rack

zl Angled vented roof
zl Fully adjustable front and rear 19” 

mounting profiles
zl Removable cable entry panel in top 

and base providing easy access to 
install cables and equipment. NB. The 
back is not removeable.
zl Supplied as a flat pack
zl First fix mounting plate included as 

standard

Features

Product Specification

Material Thickness

Rack Part

Frame 1.20mm

Top cover and fan entry plate 1.20mm

19” mounting angles 1.50mm

Side panels 1.20mm

Front door frame 1.20mm

Front door glass 5.00mm

Product Standard Compliance

Process/Part Standard

Manufacturing facility ISO 9001:2000

19” mounting angles IEC60297-1

Overall rack dimensions IEC60297-2

Load carrying capacity, 390mm 63kg

Load carrying capacity, 500mm 
and 600mm

60kg

Paint finish, black rack RAL 9004

Paint finish, front door blue trim RAL 5013

Glass door, safety specification BS3193:1993

Surface treatment Phosphate Coating

WR

WR600 Series – 600mm Deep

U Size
 

Width
(mm)

Overall Height
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Part Number 
Black Flat Pack

6U 600 368 600 WBFP6.6SGB 

9U 600 501 600 WBFP9.6SGB

12U 600 635 600 WBFP12.6SGB

15U 600 769 600 WBFP15.6SGB

18U 600 901 600 WBFP18.6SGB 
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The Excel Passive Optical Network Solution delivers a versatile selection of products and flexible deployment 
options suitable for both residential and enterprise environments.

In a typical city where demands for connectivity are all different and a "one-solution-fits-all" approach will 
not suffice, the Excel PON Solution offers unparalleled levels of innovation to provide a modular, 
space-saving fibre-based system that can be adapted to suit any environment - whatever the size!

Delivering Connectivity, Performance and Innovation at the Speed of Light

PON
www.excel-networking.com

www.excel-networking.com/PON-Solution
Discover the Excel PON Solution

Excel Brand Values 

l Proven: Standards compliant products, with third party independent verification from test 
houses such as ACMA, Force Technology (formerly Delta), ETL and 3P.

l Accepted: Numerous reference sites worldwide, including many major Bluechip organisations.

l Compatible: An end-to-end system supported by one company with one warranty providing 
support and peace of mind from racks to copper, fibre, residential & voice cabling systems.

l Flexible: From Category 3 through to Category 8 copper cabling and Enbeam fibre optical 
systems from conventional multimode OM1 to OM5 and Singlemode OS2 to pre-terminated 
high density MTP, PON and highly flexible blown fibre systems, Residential, Racks, Locking 
Solutions and Intelligent Power Distribution Units.

l Reliable: Global partner programme, 25 year warranty programme, pre and post sales technical 
support, 22 year plus product development programme, third party verification as standard on 
all key solutions.

l Available: Worldwide stock availability via Excel Distribution Partners for immediate delivery.

Proven

Accepted

Compatible
Reliable

Available

Flexible
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The Excel Passive Optical Network Solution delivers a versatile selection of products and flexible deployment 
options suitable for both residential and enterprise environments.

In a typical city where demands for connectivity are all different and a "one-solution-fits-all" approach will 
not suffice, the Excel PON Solution offers unparalleled levels of innovation to provide a modular, 
space-saving fibre-based system that can be adapted to suit any environment - whatever the size!

Delivering Connectivity, Performance and Innovation at the Speed of Light

PON
www.excel-networking.com

www.excel-networking.com/PON-Solution
Discover the Excel PON Solution
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Certificate No. EMS 542863Certificate No. FS 547274

European Headquarters
Excel House
Junction Six Industrial Park   
Electric Avenue
Birmingham B6 7JJ
England

T: +44 (0)121 326 7557
E: sales@excel-networking.com

Excel is available from L&H across Australia

www.lh.com.au/excel


